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Andres:  

Hello, I’m Andres I 

joined the Family in 

1974 and for some 

years I was working 

with 

audioactivated.net 

and more recently 

with 

theaudiokey.com.  This is John. He joined the Family in 1972 and 

has been a missionary in South America for many years. We are 

going to try to present to you one aspect of the reboot that we feel 

is monumental and has not been very clear for many people. We 

want to present what the Lord has to say in the Letters on the topic 

so that you can decide for yourself what will be your position on 

what happened.  John, there were many changes as a result of the 

reboot. What do you have to say about those changes? 

 

John:  

The Reboot resulted 

in many great 

changes in the 

Family and change in 

itself is not bad if 

they are good 



changes and the Family in its history has had many changes. David 

had taught us that a revolution has to have constant change or it is 

no longer a revolution. The reboot made it no longer necessary to 

live in communal homes for example and David had said that 

communal living was only a means to an end, not an end to itself so 

that could be seen as possibly a good change. Also there were 

almost no more rules on what we had to do and now Peter and 

Maria said that we all should seek the Lord as to what His will was 

for each of us. This also could be seen as a good thing as the Lord 

prefers that we obey out of love and not 

out of fear of the consequences of 

disobeying the rules. You know, “For 

God’s sake follow God”. But one more 

change happened that could not in any 

way be seen as a good thing. That 

change was the removal of nearly all the 

radical Word and truths that were unique 

to the Family, the Words of David. 

                                                                      

Andres: That change is 

what we are going to 

talk about in this video.  

John: 

The Words of David, 

God’s Word’s for today 

are quick, and 

powerful, and sharper 

than any two-edged 

sword, piercing even to 

the dividing asunder of 



soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and are a discerner of 

the thoughts and intents of the heart.    

                                                                                Hebrews.4:12 

So let’s look at a few paragraphs from the letter “Be true to the 

Revolution” #3364 that clearly show that the unique Words that the 

Lord gave the Family are what made us what we were and that those 

Words should not have been removed. 

First let’s see what Dad said in prophecy: 

This Family began as the Revolution for Jesus! We weren't 

church folks or namby-pamby spineless noodles for Jesus; we were 

radical, dropped-out revolutionaries who wanted to change the 

world for Jesus--and we still do! And you don't change the world by 

becoming just another church, just preaching Jesus and salvation. 

  The words the Lord has given us over the years are His words, 

and they're what make us the Family we are. In your efforts to make 

us look more presentable or attractive or to sort of modernize the 

Family, watch out that you don't weaken the structure. Remember 



"Builders Beware!" When you start carrying out the bags of grain for 

some reason--any of our doctrines that you feel are maybe a little 

controversial, a bit too radical, inconvenient, things that need 

toning down or tossing out or whatever--then you're in trouble! 

Those words, those bags of grain, are what keep the building on its 

foundation--steady, stable, sturdy and strong! Builders beware! 

 
                                                                      “Be true to the Revolution” #3364:85,98 

 

And then in the same letter 

Jesus said: 

   (Jesus speaking:) The 

deliberate hiding and denying 

of the radical doctrine is a 

compromise that must stop. 

This is exactly the kind of 

compromise that I hate, that 

which compromises and denies 

My Word!  

  The compromisers are 

those who think everything is 

fine with just the Bible and 

salvation. If everything were 

fine with just that, why would I 

still be talking today? If that 

were all that is needed today, why would I have raised up David and 

Maria? Why would I have even created the Family if all that were 

needed were the same messages the churches give? It's ridiculous 

and is the epitome of compromise of the meat of the Word. 

  I do expect that (you) won't deny the radical Word, the truths 



that are unique to the Family, or try to bury them or pretend they 

don't exist. Any way you cut it, that kind of compromise of the Word 

is wrong and cannot be tolerated.    
                                            Be true to the Revolution” #3364:65, 66,69 

 

Also in that letter Maria 

commented about a brother who 

wrote to her: 

  What this person… is 

saying, is that we should just 

"forget all that New Wine and 

just stick with the Bible," that we 

should just preach "the simple 

Gospel of Jesus for the world as 

outlined in the Bible, as it was 

with us when the Family first 

started." That is clearly not what 

has made the Family what we 

are today. If you only want to 

witness the Bible, you should be 

in the churches! If you want 

things to be like they were in the 

early days… and you're willing to downplay or forget 30 years of 

Letters since then, then you're in the wrong place! God help us! For 

Heaven's sake, think about it! Do you realize what you're saying?! 

You're wanting to gut the Family of everything that is unique to our 

message, and you might as well start building church buildings 

today, because that's what you're becoming! It's pitiful and 

upsetting! It's this watering down of the message and compromise 

through cover-up or deliberate denial that we cannot have in the 



Family. Let’s face it, the Family is not mainstream, and we never will 

be.  I want to make it clear that the radical elements of the Family 

and the meat of the Word are not going to disappear.  

                                                
                                                   “Be true to the Revolution”#3364:56, 59, 60 

Andres: 

Unfortunately, with the reboot, Peter and Maria, did exactly what 

Maria said previously that they would never do. At the time of the 

reboot in 2010 Peter and Maria removed almost all of the Word that 

was unique to the Family. Maria confirmed it with what she said at 

the time in “God’s Words for Today-A Living Faith”: 

We will remove from our library dated material that no longer 

applies. (That means: all of the radical Words of David including all 

of the new weapons.) We’re a new Family in many ways, and the 

Lord is asking us to let go of any aspects of the past that don’t fit 

with the Family of today and the future.  
                                        “God’s Words for Today-A Living Faith” Reboot Document 

John: 

Maria also officially stated in the reboot document 24 that they 

would no longer refer to the Words of David as “the Word”, showing 



that they no longer believed that they were God’s Words. 

After much prayer and consideration, the Lord has shown Peter and 

me that… we should discontinue referring to Family writings as “the 

Word.” 
                                                                     (Reboot 24 Word of God 1) 

 

The Lord had said just the 

opposite 15 years before in 

Mama’s Love Story: 

(Prophecy:) …My Word 

is spirit and life. And if ye 

build your house on 

anything but the solid rock 

foundation of My Word, it 

will be built on the sand 

and will collapse. 

 I say unto you, the 

Words of David are My 

Words, for they are the 

Words of God, and they are 

part of this solid rock 

foundation. All that ye do, 

ye must do on the 

foundation.  

 
                                                                       (Mama's Love Story! Part 4 #2995:90, 91, 102) 

Andres: 

  The only explanation is that they no longer believe in the 

Words of David, the Words that are unique to the Family.  I think the 

Letter “The Tree” sums it all up very well. 



John: Yes, I agree! That Letter was definitely prophetic and it was 

fulfilled with the Reboot. Let’s go over some paragraphs and see 

how well it describes what happened: 

 

No tree in its right mind ever 

cuts off its own life!--Yet nearly 

every king it seems eventually comes 

to that point: "Behold we indeed are 

the people!--Here we are! We've 

arrived! We've already grown and 

borne fruit, and behold we have 

arrived and no longer need the Sap! 

Let's get rid of it! It's now oozing out 

places where we don't want it, all 

sticky, a sticky problem causing 

sticky troubles." 

…The tree can probably always 

find some ignorant wood-chopper that doesn't know any better to 

come and do it for him! Nearly all kings seem to do it sooner or 

later saying: "That's enough of this Sap!" 

The kings themselves are the ones that are ignorant, not 

realizing that the sap is their own life! By cutting off the Sap and 

killing His prophets they destroy their own life!--And their whole 

kingdom falls, like the tree! They cut off the life-giving flow, the 

Sap's words that give life and health and beauty and nourishment 

and cause the branches to bear fruit. So that when the king finally 

persuades some stupid idiot to cut off that flow, he literally kills 

himself, the tree, the branches, the fruit, the people, the kingdom 

and all and then they've lost their excuse for existence! 



 Because without the sap there is no life, without the flow of the 

spirit there is no life. But the king always looks on the outward 

appearance and forgets what is at the heart, and he forgets that thin 

little growing layer just beneath the surface which gives the whole 

tree life and causes it to grow year by year, layer by layer. 

    
                                                  (The Tree - CM# 0319:16, 18, 24, 25, 27-29) 

 

                                                                      Andres: 

Maria also wrote in 

“God’s Word for today 

– a living faith”, a 

document from the 

Reboot: 

We will be 

reviewing all the 

Letters from A to the 

present (over 3800 

Letters) to evaluate 

which Letters continue 

to apply to the Family 



of today—

whether 

in their 

entirety, 

in part, or 

not at all. 

We will 

identify 

the 

writings 

that 

contain 

relevant 

counsel or 

spiritual 

principles that are enduring, and that continue to be applicable to 

today. Any writings that are officially removed from circulation will 

no longer be considered writings of the Family International of 

today. 
                                        Maria - “God’s Word for today – A Living Faith” 

 

But seven years later, only a few scores of Dad’s older letters 

and a few devotional-type prophecies have been put back on the 

Family website. All the new weapons, the keys promises, the 

information about our spirit helpers, the demons who oppose us, 

the hundreds of promises about our shining future as Endtime 

leaders, and any other “strange truths” that would have been hard to 

swallow by the mainstream Christians, were all eliminated. 

 

 



John: 

She also said: 

This is not a “pubs purge,” however, and you are welcome to 

keep your current library. Most of you have… the InfoStore library, 

to refer to. If you don’t, you are welcome to ask others to share their 

copies with you. 
                                          Maria - “God’s Word for today – A Living Faith” 

 

Andres:  

Well, A few months after 

the reboot I offered on 

tfionline.com the 

Infostore to the 

members who didn’t 

have it for about 6 

months, but then 

someone from 

tfionline.com wrote me 

that they were not going to allow me to offer the InfoStore on 

the site anymore, because they were on the way to publish new 

literature that would replace it. 

 

So, to repeat it one more time, all of this clearly shows that at the 

time of the reboot, Peter and Maria stopped believing in the Words 

of David and created a mainline church based only on the Bible. 

 

John: 

So now let’s see what the Lord says are the consequences of not 

believing in the Lords Words that are unique to the Family: 

 



         (Jesus speaking :) The standard is this: All Family members 

should accept and believe the Word that is unique to the Family, 

otherwise they're not really Family members. If they don't accept 

and believe the Words that I have given you which are recorded in 

the Letters, then they could simply be members of any church. So 

belief in the Letters is the single defining qualification of Family 

membership at any level. 

           It's necessary that I continue the purging of the Family of 

those who have lost faith, who have compromised to the point that 

they're no longer accepting the Words of David and Maria in the 

Letters.                                               Coming Persecution? - ML 3361:47, 50 

 

Andres: In the Charter under “Responsibilities of Individual 

Members” and also in the Missionary Members Statutes and Fellow 

Members Statutes that were in effect before the reboot we find the 

following: 

B. Believe that David 

was God's Endtime 

Prophet and that 

Maria is God's 

chosen and 

anointed successor, 

who has inherited 

David's mantle as 

God's Prophetess. 

This was a 

requirement to be a 

member of the 

Family at any level.                                                                         



And also in the letter, “Believing Prophecy” Dad said to Maria in 

prophecy: 

  “That is a fundamental belief of the Family, Honey: that I am David 

of the End, God's Endtime prophet, and you are my successor, Maria 

of the End, His Endtime prophetess, and you now wear my mantle. 

You have a double-anointing--the anointing of Maria and the 

anointing of David… That is the foundation of the Family, and those 

who cannot believe that shouldn't be in the Family.  

 
                                                                                            (Believing Prophecy - ML 3130:228) 

John: 

This is a fundamental belief and the foundation of the Family 

yet it is not in the document “Statement of Faith of the Family 

International” of the “new Family” after the reboot.  

 

Well, we have just stated what 

the Lord and Dad have said in 

prophecy. I think these following 

paragraphs from the letter “What the 

Hell is Lethargy” make it very clear 

that when something isn’t right it is 

our responsibility to speak out 

against it: 

(Jesus speaking:) When 

something goes against My Word, 

you should not let it pass, you 

should not be accepting, and you 

should not overlook it. 

       I've given you the Word and 

have blessed you abundantly with 



much Word, way above and beyond what most people in this world 

have, and I hold you accountable for that. You should always be 

openly standing up for Me, for My Word, and for what you know is 

right. If something is against My Word, then it should be openly and 

fervently resisted. You should openly speak out against it. You 

should not accept it in any form or fashion. 

If you don't speak up about your convictions when you need 

to, with love and prayerfulness and humility, but just try to "accept" 

whatever's happening that's against My Word, then you too are in 

the wrong.  
                                                (What the Hell is Lethargy? #3482:188,189,192) 

 

Andres: So, we have presented to you what we believe has happened 

based on what the Word says. What is your decision?  Do you want 

to follow the Lord and His Word, both the Bible and his Words for 

today, the Words of David ? 

 

Let us close with a heartfelt prayer:  

Dear Jesus, we 

thank you, for 

this discipline 

you have given 

us of having 

permitted that 

the Family, as we 

knew it, was 

eliminated with 

the Reboot 7 

years ago. We ask you very humbly and desperately to please be 

merciful on us and forgive us for our sins of compromise and pride. 



We ask You to resurrect the spiritual Family of David and to raise up 

the powerful and uncompromising disciples that You will need 

during the Great Tribulation.     

                                                           Amen.  

 

If you still don’t have the Infostore on your computer, just write us: 

laclaveenaudio@gmail.com and we will gladly send it to you. 

 

God bless you! 
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